
1. Introduction: Research Background and Objectives
　In 2013, the Japanese Government announced a 

team-teach English with Assistant Language Teachers 

　

students assuming the roles of ALTs showed the same 

　

for the Government to stipulate that universities 
implement courses on teaching English to Japanese 
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implementation to enhance homeroom teachers’ 

　

FLA is to nurture communication skills, the new 

teaching skills, 
teachers

　

participants are recruited from all educational 

ⅰ

　
research was conducted to investigate common errors 

teaching plans, which were anticipated to show 

　

children due to pronunciation, grammar,  and 

2. Outline of Teaching Practicum
　The practicum was an academic component of an 
elective course titled “Methods of Teaching English to 

courses related to English education for children for 

the participants had studied topics related to English 
teaching, including general methods for teaching 
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planning and conducting team-taught English classes 

　The pract icum was conducted in a private 

and once for Grades 1 and 2, totaling 12 hours of 

Magic Time 1, English Time 1, 
and English Time 2

the practicum took place is small, with one class of 

　

3. Method
3.1. Participants:

3.2. Time of data collection:
3.3. Material: The following materials were used to 

　

pronunciation and communication issues, children’s 

teachers of English and the ALT from class conduct 

3.4. Procedure:

students were shown a plan made for an actual English 

one group demonstrated in front of the others how to 

　

the most common mistakes were identified and 

　

4. Results and Discussion
　



discussed to address pronunciation (phonetics/

service teachers participating in the teaching 

used ‘ET’ to refer to the native speaker teacher, the 
ALT, and ‘JT’ to refer to a Japanese homeroom 

　

Also, repeated and/or similar errors were omitted from 

4.1. Vocabulary and Grammar
　

student teachers said different things from the 

　

language transferⅱ from Japanese, carelessness, lack 

　

　
articles, and word choice, all of which indicate 

students were not aware that the usage of a particular 
article or the usage of the singular instead of the plural 

 Error Correction  Error Correction 

1 Hallo.  Hello.  9 Thuesday  Tuesday (Thursday?) 

2 wards words 10 home work  homework 

3 fast name first name 11 text book textbook 

4 rise raise 12 23th 23rd 

5 sheat seat 13 indentify identify 

6 Leady Ready 14 excellnt excellent 

7 portofoloio portfolio 15 Thank-you Thank you 

8 Year!! Yeah!! 16 student' s student's (students') 
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　In terms of singular/plural and article errors, 

must use fundamental features of the English language 

　

 Error Correction 

1 It's tomato. It's a tomato.  

2 It's fruit.  It's a fruit. (Hint in a guessing game) 

3 Get new card.  Get a new card. / Get new cards. 

4 Ms.shreves is lost people.  Ms. Shreves is a lost person.  

5 one .... people? Two peoples? One person? Two people? 

6 Do you have any question? Do you have any questions? 

7 Say a word to the random.  Say words at random.  

8 seven cloud! Seven clouds! 

9 
How many (pencil, tree, cat, pen, caw, cloud, 
goat, books, boy, bird, flower, dog) in the 
picture? 

How many (pencils, trees, etc) are there in the 
picture? 

10 Please move the desk.  Please move the (your) desks.  

 Error Correction 

1 What do I put in the book bag What should I put in my book bag? 

2 It shows to children She (You) show(s) it (them) to the children.  

3 Did you understand what are you talking 
about? 

Did you understand what they were talking 
about? 

4 Try to say faster than earlier.  Try to say it faster than before.  

5 It will pronounce the card that is on the 
blackboard in order.  

She (You) will pronounce the cards in the order 
on the blackboard.  

6 Put away in a desk. Put it away in your desk.  

7 Raise them hands.  Raise their hands.  

8 Move them desks.  Move their desks.  

9 Put away talking sheet. * Put away your talking sheet. 

talking sheet



　

　

helpful to communicate to the students and/or the ALT 

 Error Correction 

1 Ms. Shreves ask you.  Ms. Shreves asks you questions. (Ms. Shreves 
will ask you questions.) 

2 Et say word and S repeat after ET.  ET says a word, and Ss repeat.  

3 First student say the word to second student.  The first student says the word to the second 
student.  

4 Last student choose a picture card that heard 
the word.  

The last student chooses the picture card that 
goes with the word. 

5 First student hear the word to ET and go to the 
shop. 

The first student hears (listens to) the word 
from the ET and goes to the shop.  

6 ET write the number on blackboard.  ET writes the number(s) on the blackboard.  

7 JP have Bible phrase paper. * JT has (holds) the Bible phrase paper.  

8 The first person listen to words of the keyword 
from Ms. Shereves 

The first person listens to Ms. Shreves to find 
out the keyword.  

9 Next, word change to 'do a cartwheel." Next, the key-phrase changes to 'do a 
cartwheel.' 

 Error Correction 

1 X pointing cards are put on the 
blackboard. 

X points to cards on the blackboard.  

2 If a games ends, we count the pair cards.  When the game ends, we will count the pairs of cards.  

3 Ms. shrives reads a story now.  Ms. Shreves will read a story now.  

4 Ms. Shreves ask you.  Ms. Shreves will ask you questions.  

5 (What's he doing?) Yes. swim.  Yes. Swimming/He is swimming. 

6 Next, I pass you worksheet.  Next, I will pass you a worksheet.  

7 What does ET say? What did ET (she) say? 

8 Please have a red pencil and drew a 
circle.  

Please have (take out/use) a red pencil and draw a 
circle.  

9 Do you check the correct box? Did you check the correct box? 
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opportunities to use interrogatives in the classroom, so 

facilitates the lesson planning process, and allows for 

　

often than in native English-speaking countries and 

　While it  is perhaps overused, it  is a useful 

　

is 

 Error Correction 

1 English was said? What English words were said? (What words did you 
hear?) 

2 What's in your bedroom is? What's in your bedroom? 

3 Is this where is? Where is this? 

4 ET said what? What did ET (she) say? 

5 Do you done your homework? Did you do your homework? 

6 Open to the page? Have you opened to the page? (Are you on the right 
page?)  

7 Who have a ball? Who has the ball? 

8 Do you finish? Did you finish?  (Have you finished?) 

 Error Correction 

1 Let's activities!  Let's do an activity! 

2 Let a little level up! Let's go up a level! 

3 Let gestures ○ or × that ET says from now. Let's make gestures. * 

4 Lets announced the homework from now.  Let's announce (talk about) the homework.  

5 Let's talking sheet.  Let's do the talking sheet. 

6 Let's Chain game.  Let's play the 'Chain Game.' 



appropriate to use this phrase when a child looks 

　

imperative when writing instructions, such as on a 

classroom activities to the students or for the purpose 

the grammar rules of imperatives was not applied in 

　

say, tell, 

listen, hear, and ask

　

highlights how little the classroom language the 

　

that some students did not correct their mistakes even 

 Error Correction 

1 Card stick of blackboard.  Stick cards on the blackboard.  

2 Card put on the blackboard.  Put cards on the blackboard. 

3 Drew a circle Draw a circle.  

4 But, you don't say number and raise your hand.  Don't say your number out loud. Instead, raise 
your hand.  

5 Everyone listening and Pointing to the picture.  Everyone, listen and point to the picture. 

6 Please tell Ms.Shreves words of keyword.  Ms. Shreves, please tell the students the 
keywords.  

7 The first students come here.  First students, please come here.  

8 It becomes two pairs. Make pairs. 
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students answered that this practicum made them 

 Error Correction 

1 In order Street in order 

2 Random at random/randomly 

3 2 repeats Repeat twice. 

4 Oh my god!!* Wow! / Great! 

5 Let's make the card of the pairs.  Let’s make pairs of cards.  

6 Did you listen? Did you understand? / Did you hear what she (he) 
said? 

7 Please say slowly this time.  Please speak more slowly this time.  

8 One more, please? OK. Please say "One 
more, please." 

One more time? OK. Please say, “One more time, 
please.” 

9 Look at the demonstration Watch the demonstration 

10 Time is 7 minutes.  You have 7 minutes.  

11 We don't have time today. So, work book is 
homework.  

We don’t have enough time today, so the (your) 
workbook is your homework. 

12 Please do your workbook to page 21 until 
Thursday.  Please do page 21 in your workbook by Thursday.  

13 Please have a red pencil.  Please take out a red pencil.  

14 Please, check your pairs.  Please check your partner’s answer.  

15 What's time do you want? How much time do you want? 

16 Please someone in front? Can someone in front answer? / Do (can) I have a 
volunteer from the front? 

17 Please seven draw a circle.  Please draw a circle around ‘seven’. 

18 Write the work book Do the workbook exercizes.  

19 JP explains answers of workbook. JT explains workbook answers.  

20 So, write your name.  First, write your name. / Please write your name.  

 



4.2. Pronunciation—Phonetics and Phonology
　

k a t a k a n a 

ⅲ

stress and contour, their pronunciation weaknesses 

of English, which will help them to alleviate their 

　

　

due to an unfortunate lack of class hours devoted to 

Additional class hours of general English as well as 

5. Conclusion
　This research focused on student teachers’ linguistic 

pronunciation that were significant enough to affect 
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